Software Module

Questionnaires

Automate the collection of data and scoring of questionnaires you
send to vendors

Overview
During the due diligence process, it is common to obtain
information by sending a questionnaire for the vendor to complete
and return. It can be tedious ﬁguring out what questions to ask each
time and tiresome to sift through the answers to then determine
the level of risk that vendor leaves you at and where you need to
dive deeper to make next steps in the risk mitigation process.

Quickly and easily see the risk associated with a vendor in targeted
areas as it relates to questionnaire responses and scoring inside the
Venminder Third-Party Risk Management Platform.

Venminder's Questionnaire Modules were designed to build efﬁciencies and
provide seamless tools to build, send, manage, review and score questionnaires. You can build and store an unlimited number of
questionnaire templates that can be distributed to vendors or recipients internally. By automating the questionnaire process, you will
gain quick access into status metrics and increase risk accuracy with the extensive scoring customization options.

Key Benefits

Streamline the
questionnaire process

Customize questionnaires and scoring
to meet your organization’s preferences

Analyze questionnaire
responses with ease

Through the easy questionnaire builder, with features
such as mass sending, status tracking and available
scoring, the platform will guide you through the
process and reduce the amount of time spent overall.

Through the available comprehensive customization
options, you can control section and question verbiage and
layout, set various question controls, deﬁne preferred
responses and set scoring metrics and thresholds.

Because you see ratings for each question,
section and overall, it is easier and faster to
spot where there are concerns and where
to place attention.

Key Features
Automation of questionnaire lifecycle
(send, response, review)

Set scoring weight *

Utilize templates
Indicate desired responses

Track progress against deadlines

Omit and exclude questions from scoring *

Recipient completes questionnaire in
secure portal

Save response and documents in-app

SIG integration

Customizable scoring calculations *

Unlimited multi-tiered questions*

Create a library of questionnaires

Designate points to each question

*Available with the Advanced Questionnaires only
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